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Without magnetic fields the Sun would be as boring a star
as the nighttime astronomers think it is.

R.B. Leighton

Magnetic fields are to astrophysics
what sex is to psychoanalysis.

H.C. van de Hulst
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ON POSTING TALKS ON THE WEB

Two problems arise in web-posting my talks:

• I use thumbnail clickers to open movies that are not within the presentation file. In this posted
version I have replaced these with weblinks. Clicking on them will download and open the corre-
sponding movie in or via your browser.

• I add much oral explanation in my talks – that is what giving talks is about! In this posted version
I add tinted pages that summarize what I said, emulating my actual presentation.

I also replace citations of papers by clickers that open the corresponding ADS abstract page in your
browser1. They enable you to pull over the corresponding papers (if you are at a site with the publisher
permission when required, or use vpn into such a site). You can so inspect the cited paper in parallel
to my talk display.

1I have a similar ADS clicker trick for writing LaTeX manuscripts. It turns the year in an in-text citation
into a clicker in the pdf or html output file that opens the corresponding ADS abstract page in the browser.
In this manner, an on-screen reader of your paper may open the cited abstract or download the cited paper
in parallel to reading your paper, without having to jump to the reference list of the latter. This trick is rec-
ommended by A&A and explained in the Readme that comes with the A&A macro package, and also in my
latex and bibtex manual, template and example for students. It works also for ArXiv, but not yet for ApJ.

http://ftp.edpsciences.org/pub/aa/readme.html
http://www.aanda.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=129&Itemid=173&lang=en_GB.utf8%2C+en_GB.UT
http://www.staff.science.uu.nl/~rutte101/Report_recipe.html

